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Abstract— In the proposed work, the performance of complete
control algorithm for the of Brushless DC motor has been
evaluated using the virtual hall sensor transitions at the Zero
Difference Points (ZDPs) of phase back EMFs, which are the
zero crossing points of line to line back EMFs. The estimated
line–to-line back EMF using Unknown Input Observer (UIO)
has been directly converted to the hall signals which have
transitions at ZDPs. The virtual hall sensor signals obtained
from the proposed algorithm is similar to the actual hall signals
but the proposed scheme is more sensitive during starting
togetherwith speed and torque reversals during braking. Feedforward torque and speed proportional control of phase
currents have been implemented. The simulation study has been
carried out for the validation. The proposed noise insensitive
scheme provides excellent dynamic and steady state ripple free
torque performance together with the zero speed starting
capability.
Index Terms-- Four Quadrant operation; BLDC motor; ZDP;
Unknown Input Observer.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Brushless DC motors are widely used in industries,
aerospace, medical, electric vehicles and household purposes,
due to its high efficiency and performance [1, 2]. The
position information for the operation of the appropriate
switches for optimal torque can be achieved either by shaft
encoders or the hall sensors [3]. Recently, due to limitations
of hall sensors and encoders, the sensorless techniques [4,5]
such as diode freewheeling current detection [6-8], back EMF
ZCP detection [9-20], third harmonic of back EMF detection
[10, 20], back EMF integration till ZCP [20,21] were in use.
Indirect method of back EMF detection by PWM needs
neutral point. In improved direct back EMF detection, one
side and two side chopping PWM strategies were also applied
for the detection of back EMFs without neutral terminal [11].
Also in [12], two types of schemes are used, i.e. BEMF
detection during PWM off time and BEMF detection during
PWM on time. Introduction of PWM introduces large amount
978-1-5386-1379-5/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE

of noise in the sensed signal. Complementary PWM with the
[17] helps in correction of offset voltage of back EMF signal
due to diode voltage drop, but they can set up unwanted
oscillations in torque and degrade the motor performance
[11], [22]. The estimation based methods are preferred over
detection based methods due to the delays and distortions
involved in the detection based methods [18]. Reverse effect
of detection circuit can propagate to on main circuit. Due to
the programming possibility of the observer based complex
control schemes through the high speed digital platforms like
LABVIEW, DSP, FPGA etc., various observer based control
techniques were introduced such as flux linkage estimation
and variation, inductance variation, load observer, sliding
mode observers, robust de-convolution filters, and robust
stochastic observers have been implemented [23-31]. Various
functions for the commutation of the switches were devised
such as Speed Independent Position Function [34],
Commutation Function [30], phase back EMF Zero crossing
point (ZCP). Need of additional delay after ZCP has been
overcome in the phase back EMF zero difference point (ZDP)
detection based method introduced in [33]. The phase back
EMF ZDP method has been implemented with estimated
back EMF using unknown input observer in [34]. For
applying these techniques for four quadrant operation of
BLDC drive, virtual hall sensor transitions are needed, which
can be generated from the observer based estimated line–toline back EMFs. In the proposed work, the virtual hall signals
transitions are generated at Zero Difference Point (ZDPs) of
phase back EMFs. The ZDPs are situated at zero crossing
point of line to line back EMF estimated from line voltages
and currents using unknown input observer [29]. The method
can control the BLDC drive in all four quadrant of operation.
II.

MODELING OF BLDC MOTOR

A general schematic of VSI fed BLDC motor [33] is
shown below in Figure 1. For validating the back EMF zero
difference point detection method, we need to detect or

estimate the back EMF first. The back EMF can be detected
by unknown input observer [29]. The waveforms of hall
sensor signals, back EMFs and phase currents [33] are shown
in Figure 2.

The rotor angle can be calculated using

θ r =  ωˆ r dt + θ0

(7)

θ0 is initial angle of rotor with the phase-A axis
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The differential equation representation for all three phases of
motor is given by,
di
(1)
va = Ra ia + La a + ea + vn
dt
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(2)
vb = Rbib + Lb b + eb + vn
dt
di
(3)
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Figure 1 VSI fed BLDC motor.
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Trapez(.) = peicewise linear and periodic signal having
trapezoidal shape with 2π angle rotor angle.

ωr , θr = angular speed and position of the rotor.
K E1 = Pψ / 2 = back EMF constant.

KT1 = Pψ / 2 = Torque constant.

P = no. of poles.

Speed achieved is given by,

(6)

r

Figure 2 waveforms of phase currents and back EMF with hall signal
transitions associated with ZDPs.

III. B ACK EMF ESTIMATION FOR GETTING ZDP S
Due to unavailability of the neutral point of motor, the
phase back EMFs cannot be measured directly. So the phase
to phase back EMF can be estimated from known phase
currents and line voltages using the following equation,
d
R
1
1
(ia − ib ) = − (ia − ib ) + (va − vb ) − (ea − eb )
(9)
dt
L
L
L
Similarly for other phase groups also, the equations can be
written. The quantities va − vb , ia , ib in Eq.(3) are known state
variables as they can be measured. The phase to phase back
EMF ea − eb is unknown disturbance quantity. The above
equation can be written in state space matrix form as,

x = Ax + Bu + Fw

ψ = magnitude of flux linkage of rotor magnet.
dωr
+ Bωr
Te − TL = J
dt
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The angular movement affects to changes the value of back
EMFs as shown in eq(19-21),
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x = [ia − ib ] , u =  va − vb  , w = [ ea − eb ] ,
y = [ia − ib ] , C = [1]

The unknown disturbance in phase to phase back EMF can
be determined by the augmented state space matrix
representation as below:

xa = Aa xa + Ba u

(11)

y = C a xa

(12)
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Where,

Zero Difference Points (ZDPs). The virtual Hall Signal value
and the ZDPs relative to the line-to-line back EMFs are
explained in the Figure 4. The logic of virtual hall sensor
signal generation has been given in Table.1.
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Figure 3 proposed Sensorless Control.
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ε = (ia − ib ) − (iˆa − iˆb ) is the estimation error in
Where, iab
line current obtained from phase currents in phase-A and
phase-B. Similarly other estimation errors can also be defined.
Block diagram of the proposed scheme with observer has been
shown in Figure 3.
IV.

KTs
z −1
R/L

System in Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) being the observable
system, it is possible to compose the complete state space
given by Eq.(14) in the form of the following observer,

xˆa = Aa xˆa + Ba u + K ( y − yˆ )

vab

V IRTUAL H ALL S IGNAL LOGIC

For four quadrant application, virtual hall sensor signal
generation has been in practice. Depending on the value of
the estimated line to line back EMF the virtual hall signal
transitions are obtained at the corresponding phase back EMF

Figure 4 Virtual Hall Sensor signals at phase back EMF ZDPs.
T ABLE .1 VIRTUAL H ALL S IGNALS RELATIVE TO PHASE BACK EMF ZDP S
AND LINE - TO - LINE BEMF
Phase BEMF
ZDPs
ZDP1-ZDP4
ZDP2-ZDP5
ZDP3-ZDP6
ZDP4-ZDP1
ZDP5-ZDP2
ZDP6-ZDP3

V.

Line-to-Line
Back EMF
Ebc
Eab
Eca
Ebc
Eab
Eca

Value of Line-to
-Line BEMF
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative

Virtual
Hall Signal
Hc=0
Hb=1
Ha=0
Hc=1
Hb=0
Ha=1

P ROPOSED SENSORLESS FOUR-QUADRANT S YSTEM.

In the proposed four quadrant control, the magnitude of
current proportional to reference speed is controlled by
current controller comprised of PI and hysteresis controllers.
During the reversal of rotation, the back EMFs vary in
opposite sequence. So if the direction of reference speed is
greater and actual speed is less than zero (or vice-versa) then
the current reference is negative. When the motor starts to run
in the required direction after crossing zero speed, current

reference again becomes positive, while the hall sequence is
in opposite direction due to reversed BEMF sequence. The
virtual hall signals at Zero difference points (ZDPs) of phase
back EMFs are fed to switches. A torque proportional feed
forward controller improves the dynamic performance.
Current limiter provides the facility of limiting the starting
torque within permissible limit. The six signals for switches
are fed to the rectangular current generator and the PWM is
generated for each switch from a PI and hysteresis controller.
Complete controller structure has been shown in Figure 5(a)
and 5(b). The logic for the virtual hall signals and current
references for various modes have been shown in Table 2 and
Table 3.

VI.

P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The performance of the proposed four quadrant brushless DC
motor using the virtual hall sensor signal transitions
generated at the zero difference points of phase back EMF is
evaluated using the MATLAB/Simulink. The simulation
parameters of motor and controller for simulation are shown
in Table.4.
T ABLE .4 M OTOR AND C ONTROLLER PARAMETERS
Motor Parameter
Value
Per Phase Inductance
8.5mH
Per phase Resistance
2.875 ohm
Voltage Constant
49 VpeakL_L / Krpm
Torque Constant
0.46792 Nm/A-peak
Flux linkage by rotor magnets
0.23396 V.sec
Rotor Inertia
0.0008 kg.m^2
Viscous damping
0.001 N.m.sec
Pole Pairs
1
Nominal DC link voltage Vdc
300 Volt DC
Kalman gain K1
Kalman Gain K2
Forward Gain K
Threshold for phase back EMF ZDP
Hysteresis band
PWM generator Kp, Ki
Torque proportional control KpT , KiT
Speed Proportional Control KpN,KiN
Saturation
Current limiter

FOR DIFFERENT MODES OF FOUR QUADRANT OPERATION

Mode of
Operation

Reference
Speed

Actual
Speed

Current
Reference

Forward Motoring
Forward Breaking
Reverse Motoring
Reverse Braking

Positive
Negative
Negative
Positive

Positive
Positive
Negative
Negative

Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative

Sequence
of Hall
Signals
Positive
Positive
Negative
Negative

T ABLE .3 SEQUENCE OF LINE -TO- LINE BEMF AND VIRTUAL H ALL
SIGNALS DURING REVERSE AND FORWARD MOTORING

Sequences
Line-to-Line Back
EMF
Corresponding
Hall Signals

Reverse Motoring

Forward Motoring

Eab – Eca –Ebc - Eab

Eab – Ebc – Eca - Eab

Hb – Ha – Hc - Ha

Hb – Hc – Ha - Hb

Nr,Nref (rpm)

T ABLE .2 REFERENCE CURRENT , REFERENCE SPEED AND ACTUAL SPEED

2000
0
-2000

Te, Tref (Nm)

(b)
Figure 5 (a) proposed sensorless four quadrant control system (b) PWM
generated by comparing the generated rectangular reference current to the
actual current of phase A.

In first case the reference (or load) torque is 5 Nm and
reference speed is 1000 rpm from 0-0.15 s. The reference
load becomes zero with reference speed of -2000 rpm at 0.15
s. After 0.25 s the reference (or load) torque is still zero with
reference speed of 500 rpm. The performance is shown in
Figure 6. Corresponding speed and torque trajectory (i.e.
magnitude vs. rotor angle polar plot) has been shown in
Figure 7 (a) and Figure 7 (b). The line-to-line BEMF with the
corresponding hall signals during four quadrant operation has
been shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 6 Speed reference versus achieved speed, reference load torque versus
developed electromagnetic torque and the phase current.

F.M. 1000 rpm, 5 Nm
F.B and R.M -2000 rpm, 0 Nm
R.B. and F.M. 500 rpm, 0 Nm

Figure 7 (a) Torque trajectory (polar plot of magnitude vs rotor angle)
represents the reversal during forward braking and reverse braking (axes in
Nm). (b) Speed trajectory representing the reversal during forward braking
and reverse braking (axes in RPM).
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In the next case as shown in Fig. 9, the performance has
been evaluated while the initial reference speed is -1000 and
reference torque is -2 Nm (reverse motoring) at starting.
Again, speed reference changes to 2000 rpm with reference
torque of 5Nm at 0.3 s. At the instant 0.5 s, speed reference
changes to 500 rpm with 5 Nm reference torque. The torque
and speed trajectory is shown in Figure 10(a) and Figure
10(b). The line-to-line BEMF with the corresponding hall
signals during four quadrant operation for the second case has
been shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 9 Speed reference versus achieved speed, reference load torque versus
developed electromagnetic torque, and the phase current.
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Figure 10 (a) Torque trajectory (polar plot) representing the reversal during
forward braking and reverse braking (axes in Nm). (b) Speed trajectory
(polar plot) representing the reversal during forward braking and reverse
braking (axes in RPM).
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Figure 11 estimated line to line back EMF, commutation signals at ZDPs and
virtual hall signals generated. (red-Eab, Hb; yellow–Ebc, Hc; blue-Eca, Ha).

VII. CONCLUSION
The performance of the proposed four-quadrant sensorless
position control of brushless DC motor based on the
estimated line to line back EMF using Unknown input
observer has been investigated. The virtual hall sensor signal
transitions were obtained at the zero difference points (ZDPs)
of the phase back EMFs. The proposed scheme has excellent
performance at various load and torque references. The
method is self starting due to the reason that it provides the
switching pulses based on the noise comparison of back
EMFs during standstill and starts the initial movement. The
current limiter, current controller and feed forward torque
proportional current controller has enhanced the performance
in terms of fast response and reduced torque ripple and
excellent reference tracking. So the proposed sensorless four
quadrant scheme proves to be a best alternative to the real
hall sensor and encoder based control.
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